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1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify

with in and around Exmouth Gulf? ……….We have seen this year how many tourists

have come to Exmouth and if this was managed well could very easily support the

community in an environmentally clean and healthy way. The Gulf is a playground for

these visitors to Exmouth. The Gulf needs to be looked after.

2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf? ……...We engage in

the following activities in Exmouth Gulf : Snorkelling, swimming, exploring, whale and

other creature watching, fishing and generally relaxing on the water in the gulf.

3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf? 

……….We observe industrial related environmental pressures in the gulf. We strongly

feel that tourism is the best path that Exmouth can take to support the town financially,

environmentally and long term for its future. Industry in the Gulf including SubSea 7

project & Gascoyne Gateways Deep Sea Port are definitely not good for Exmouth in the

longterm. Once one project is allowed the doors are open for more industry in the Gulf

to follow.

4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or

business? ………..We spend 6 months in Exmouth and industry in the Gulf will have an

impact on our lifestyle along with everyone. …. I

5. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are

aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf? …….We are aware there is a proposal

put forward from K&S regarding salt on the Onslow side of the Gulf that could have

adverse affects on the water quality in the Gulf. 

Please do not allow any new industry in the Exmouth Gulf as the prawning is bad
enough!!!!! at destroying the sea bed. 

 




